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A B S T R A C T

Collaboration between human and robot requires interaction modalities that suit the context of the
shared tasks and the environment in which it takes place. While an industrial environment can be
tailored to favor certain conditions (e.g., lighting), some limitations cannot so easily be addressed
(e.g., noise, dirt). In addition, operators are typically continuously active and cannot spare long time
instances away from their tasks engaging with physical user interfaces. Sensor-based approaches that
recognize humans and their actions to interact with a robot have therefor great potential. This work
demonstrates how human-robot collaboration can be supported by visual perception models, for the
detection of objects, targets, humans and their actions. For each model we present details with respect
to the required data, the training of a model and its inference on real images. Moreover, we provide
all developments for the integration of the models to an industrially relevant use case, in terms of
software for training data generation and human-robot collaboration experiments. These are available
open-source in the OpenDR toolkit at https://github.com/opendr-eu/opendr. Results are discussed in
terms of performance and robustness of the models, and their limitations. Although the results are
promising, learning-based models are not trivial to apply to new situations or tasks. Therefore, we
discuss the challenges identified, when integrating them into an industrially relevant environment.

1. Introduction
Collaborative robots (co-bots) can improve the safety,

work efficiency and productivity of industrial processes by
acting as flexible and reconfigurable tool to human op-
erators. Within Industry 4.0, co-bots have a core role to
contribute to the transition from traditional manufacturing
to digital manufacturing [3, 13]. Co-bots can be easily pro-
grammed and reconfigured, and are safe for interaction, due
to their small form-factor and incorporated sensor systems
that can detect collisions [57]. Co-bots are also to be found
in high-payload form, where protective covering can be com-
plemented by sensor-based safety features. Human-robot
collaboration (HRC) is typically possible in two ways [62]:
1. Off-line programming of robot tasks by demonstration
(also known as hand-guiding or kinesthetic teaching), and
2. On-line interaction between human and robot, enabled
by external sensor systems. While off-line programming is
an established method of collaboration, on-line interaction
still typically requires great efforts in development and its
success depends highly on the sensor system. That is, if the
external sensor system is not robust or has high latency, this
reflects negatively on the performance of the collaboration.

Nevertheless, the role of humans and industrial robots
in smart factories is often emphasized [13] and future
roadmaps state clear benefits on utilizing collaboration
between humans and robots [57]. The practical requirements
and tools needed, however, are often underestimated or
given little attention, resulting in great interest from industry
and SMEs, but not many practical implementations [62].
To be realistic, successful integration of perception tools
in human-robot collaboration requires considerable effort
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towards the selection of suitable detection tools, the prepa-
ration of suitable data for training and the actual training
of a detection model, followed by its implementation in the
robotic system. In this work we address these issues, and
present the following contributions:

1. Identification of challenges for deep learning-based
visual perception in HRC

2. Practical integration details for three deep learning-
based visual perception tools in HRC

3. Open-source software templates for sensor-based HRC

4. Validation of the sensor-based HRC framework with
an industrial use case

The problems we aim to address in this work are the cur-
rent limitations in perception models and situational aware-
ness for industrial human-robot collaboration. Perception
and situational awareness of robot systems can be enhanced,
such that fluent and responsive collaboration between human
and robot is possible. We believe that perception models,
based on deep learning, are ideal for this, as they can be
accurate, reliable and fast to execute. These can then provide
the required sensory input for interaction, such as the human
body and its pose, human actions or gestures, and the pose of
objects and targets in the scene. Developing and integrating
such models for robotics in industry are hard tasks, often re-
quiring expertise from many different areas [49]. Therefore,
we additionally provide a general HRC software framework,
based on ROS [40], which can be utilized to replicate our
developments. The framework is build around OpenDR [38],
a deep learning toolkit for robotics, and has the perception
tools integrated for a practical and industrially relevant use
case in agile production. The visual perception tools are
human skeleton detection, human action recognition and the
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detection and pose estimation of objects and targets in the
scene.

In the following section, the current challenges of per-
ception for HRC are identified, when considering deploy-
ment in industrial environments.

1.1. Challenges for sensor-based HRC
The first two identified challenges relate to typical and

well-known issues of learning-based perception [29], i.e.,
perception model selection and training data collection. The
last two identified challenges relate to the applicaton and
integration of such models to an industrial environment.

1. Model selection and training - The choice of perception
model depends mostly on what needs to be detected.
Many well-performing models exist, e.g. for common
objects households objects [26] or humans [34, 56].
However, simply selecting the model with the highest
accuracy is usually not the best approach. For example,
a model that detects humans in an automotive scenario
would not perform well in industrial scenario. All rel-
evant context and properties of the model needs to be
considered, as it will affect the performance with respect
to the intended use case. Moreover, properties such as
model size and inference time are of practical importance
for human-robot collaboration where delay and respon-
siveness of the interaction matter greatly.

2. Data collection - The performance of a detection model
is directly influenced by the quality and quantity of the
data used for training. Data and its annotation need to
include enough variability that could occur in the real use
case, without enlarging the dataset unnecessarily. While
in certain areas large datasets exist (e.g., household ob-
jects [23]), in other cases the dataset needs to be collected
or generated from scratch. Collecting real data is usually
preferred, as it captures the realistic content of the target
object as well as the sensor, however, synthetic data has
also shown suitable performance in many cases [36]. One
additional problem for data collection is the annotation
of the data with the ground truth, for example, object
classes or 6D object poses. For real data, annotation is
difficult and time-consuming, and in some cases near
impossible (e.g., object poses). In this case simulation
and the generation of synthetic data has the benefit of
knowing exactly where an object is rendered in the virtual
world [50].

3. Reliability and safety - Deep neural networks (DNN)
are known as black-box models, implying that their inner
workings cannot (easily) be understood [5]. Explainable
AI aims to provide explanations to models, even though
there is no general consensus of what is meant by explain-
able and/or interpretable [20]. In case of safety-critical
applications (e.g. autonomous driving or human-robot
collaboration), DNN cannot provide required reliability
and safety levels [18]. Moreover, model performance,
failure probability and their uncertainty are difficult to de-
termine and can drift during long-term operation. While

continual learning might prove useful in this regard,
developments are still in early stages [31].

4. Integration - Deploying DNNs to a real environment re-
quires integration efforts that depend on the model and its
intended outcome. Clear differences can be identified be-
tween models that provide input for on-line decision mak-
ing and models that provide diagnostics for off-line moni-
toring [54]. For example, in manufacturing environments,
the detection of obstacles and humans needs to provide
timely input to machinery for halting processes. As such,
the operating equipment needs to be shut down and tested
extensively to ensure reliable working of the developed
tools [45]. Predictive maintenance, on the other hand,
only provides recommendations and does not interfere
with running processes. Data collection and installation
of models can, therefore, often be done while machinery
is in operation or without rigorous testing protocols [59].
One additional challenge is the availability of state-of-
the-art DNN tools. While most developments are open-
source available and can even be commercialized, there
is no guarantee for code-quality and its maintenance [21].
Support for the software is typically not offered by the
tool developers, and tools quickly become obsolete due
to, for example, general software updates. As industrial
systems are operational for extended time periods (years),
investment in upgrading is not a regular occurrence.

These identified challenges are broad research topics,
and cannot be tackled by individual research efforts, but
require community effort to push boundaries forward. We
therefore do not claim in this work that we provide a solution
to these challenges but offer directions in the specific area of
human-robot collaboration how the challenges can be taken
into account. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview of related work
in human-robot collaboration and relevant perception tools.
As a result of this overview, several perception tools are
selected for implementation and explained in further detail
in Section 3. Section 4 describes the industrial assembly use
case, the software framework as well as integration details
needed to replicate the research developments. The results
of the perception modules and the human-robot collabora-
tion experiments are presented and discussed in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the work.

2. Related work
2.1. Human-robot collaboration

Collaboration between human and robot has been an
ongoing trend since the advent of smart manufacturing [13]
and Industry 4.0 [57]. Formal definitions of collaboration,
working zones and operating modes are common [53] and
standards provide requirements and design guidelines to
ensure safety for operators. [55] provides an overview of
symbiotic human-robot collaborative assembly and high-
lights future research directions. Methods presented include
voice processing, gesture recognition, haptic interaction, and
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even brainwave perception. In most cases deep learning is
used for classification, recognition and context awareness
identification. Computer vision-based approaches are the
most popular, as presented in [14]. This reports a systematic
review of computer vision-based holistic scene understand-
ing in HRC scenarios, which mainly takes into account the
cognition of object, human, and environment. Subsequently,
visual reasoning can be used to gather and compile visual
information into semantic knowledge for robot decision-
making and proactive collaboration. Other overviews of
human-robot collaboration approaches can be easily found,
for example, towards the topics of robotic vision [43] and
machine learning [45], indicating the popularity of the top-
ics, either individually, or combined. Proactive collabora-
tion between human and robot is highlighted in [22], with
emphasis on cognitive, predictable and self-organizing per-
spectives. Current challenges are found, which call for future
research direction that address real-world applications.

2.2. Human detection
The detection of humans, individual body parts and their

actions based on visual information has been a long-standing
problem in computer vision [34].

Human presence detection - Detecting the presence of
a person in the robot work space has been an active area
of research, mainly to ensure safety of the human [63].
Different visual modalities can be used to detect humans
[24]. In [35], a depth sensor is utilized, producing data
in the form of a point cloud. From this, a convex hull of
the human point cloud is created and background removal
detects any moving objects/subjects in the scene. Similar is
the work in [15], where a depth map is utilized to detect
a person’s presence, but also to allow interaction with a
projected graphical user interface. A dynamically updated
workspace model is, therefore, required. Depth cameras are
also used in [28] for the detection of a person in the work
space and to compute their distance to the robot. In addition,
laser scanners at leg-level are included to detect an operator’s
presence. It is noted that both sensing systems work in par-
allel and do not fuse information together, allowing a redun-
dancy for safety. 3D LiDAR-based detection of humans is
presented in [61], which utilizes a learning-based approach
for human classification. The work, however, targets large
indoor public spaces and a mobile service robot. In [24] a
comparison is made between the performance of state-of-
the-art person detectors for 2D range data, 3D LiDAR, and
RGB-D data, as well as selected combinations thereof, in
a challenging industrial use case. Multi-modal approaches
have also gained interest [39], however, most works only
consider larger environments for mobile robots (or cars)
[19], making their suitability for small and dense industrial
environments questionable. Human pose estimation goes
beyond human detection by estimating 3D poses of humans
and their individual skeleton joints. Well-known approaches
are OpenPose [6] and VoxelPose [51], which can utilize
single as well as multiple cameras.

Gesture detection - Detection and recognition of human
gestures has also been of interest to robotics. In [25], a
comprehensive review is given of different gesture recog-
nition approaches for human-robot collaboration. Besides
visual perception, the review also includes non-image based
approaches, such as wearables. [33] demonstrates real-time
human-robot interaction with robust background invariant
hand gesture detection. The approach presents a method to
collect a training dataset for static hand gestures, taken from
letters and numbers from American sign language.

Human action recognition - As an extension to the de-
tection of humans and their gestures, the methods of human
action recognition consider the behavior of a person, i.e.,
their actions or motions, to be detected [56, 48]. This implies
an image sequence to be used for recognition, as compared
to single images in e.g., human detection. Recent progress
has been achieved by deep learning approaches that take as
input an image sequence in RGB-D format, extracts the 2D
or 3D skeleton pose and performs action classification [60].
In relation to human-robot collaboration, research on action
recognition has also focused on industrial activities [10, 8]
and pose forecasting [44], including actions such as picking,
placing, assembling, polishing, etc.

2.3. Object detection and pose estimation
State of the art deep neural networks have shown impres-

sive performance for generic object categories [26]. Real-
time object detection is an active research problem to allow
adoption to robotics applications, and many works can be
found that have utilized detectors for tasks such as robot
grasping [11]. Popular approaches are for example, Faster
R-CNN [42], Yolo [41] and SSD [27]. Pose estimation of
objects considers to estimate the 6D pose of an object.
Similar to object detection, different approaches exist, such
as correspondence-based methods 3DMatch [64], template-
based methods such as PoseCNN [7] and voting based meth-
ods such as DenseFusion [55]. For both object detection and
pose estimation, datasets can be found, for example, Pascal
VOC [12] and COCO [23] for 2D object detection, and,
more recently, Objectron [1] and T-LESS [16] for 3D objects
and 6D pose estimation. It is important to mention a crucial
difference between these methods of object detection and
pose estimation, as compared to human detection and pose
estimation. In general, most human perception approaches
are successful with a large variety in humans. That means
existing dataset are sufficient to be used in new areas with
new humans. In contrast, most object perception approaches
do not scale well to novel objects and additional data should
be generated to train a model and achieve successful detec-
tion. In this work, results were achieved in a similar manner.

2.4. Other interaction modalities
Speech - Utilizing speech as interaction modality has

the benefit of not requiring physical actions for the human,
allowing work-related tasks to be uninterrupted [32]. As a
research field, the maturity has increased significantly re-
cently, due to advancements of speech recognition technolo-
gies, with respect to recognition performance and robustness
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against noise [52]. However, despite the maturity in speech
recognition performance, the connection of speech com-
mands to robot actions and/or higher-level goals requires
internal representations that need to be developed as well
[30]. For tasks that are low in complexity (e.g., pick-and-
place, hand-overs) such knowledge representation is man-
ageable [4], but with increasing conversational capabilities
in natural language perception, knowledge representation
requires careful and extensive modelling.

Graphical user interface - The most common modality
for programming industrial robots is a graphical user inter-
face (GUI) [53]. Robot tasks and motions can be achieved by
either robot hand-guiding and a teaching pendant, or by low-
level programming with suitable programming language and
software toolbox. In both cases a GUI is utilized to assist in
the programming and/or teaching of robot tasks. GUIs are
typically developed with ease-of-use in mind and, recently,
user perceptions such as user experience, user effort and
understanding are actively taken into account as well [9].
As a graphical tool, GUIs offer great capabilities, such
as visualization and simulation, integrated as part of the
robot programming stage. Limitations, however, have been
identified as well, such as a higher cognitive burden needed
for end-users [2]. While GUIs are beneficial for the pro-
gramming of robots, they are not well suited for interaction
during task execution. Human-robot collaboration requires
responsiveness of the robot to human cues, which is difficult
to achieve with a GUI alone.

2.5. Comparison to our approach
From this brief overview of related work, a few observa-

tions can be made. Most perception tools are developed and
presented without robotics in mind, aiming for general target
groups (see Section 2.2-2.3). This implies that specific char-
acteristics relevant for human-robot collaboration in indus-
trial environments are not included or tested, making their
suitability for this questionable. For example, manufacturing
environments can be dirty and noisy, and specific conditions,
such as lighting, can be difficult to adjust, in contrast to
laboratory and domestic environments. In addition, while the
adoption of perception tools is often possible by open-source
software, details on integration are usually limited to just the
tool itself [33] and not to a robotics framework [35] (e.g.,
ROS). This is also found in other works, where different
perception tools are reviewed to detail the state of the art,
e.g. for robotic vision [43] and machine learning [45]. What
these works do not cover is the challenges and issues faced
with respect to data collection and the practical integration
of the tools to a robot. While [14] and [22] do include
challenges, these are not related to technical integration. Our
work aims to fill this gap, by focusing on three different vi-
sual perception tools. We provide details on how to replicate
our work, from dataset generation and training tools, to code
examples (Python, ROS) for individual perception tools and
as an integrated use case with a collaborative robot. These
are available open-source in the OpenDR toolkit1.

1https://github.com/opendr-eu/opendr

3. Visual recognition modules
All three integrated visual recognition modules utilize

color images for perception. Depth perception was intention-
ally excluded such that models can run at high update rate,
ideally in real-time (i.e., 20 FPS or higher). Especially for
the detection of a person and their gestures this is needed to
have a responsive system with short delay time.

3.1. Human skeleton detection
Method - Detection of a human in the scene is done with

OpenPose [6], a real-time multi-person human pose detec-
tor. OpenPose is capable of detecting up to a total of 135
human body, foot, hand, and facial key points, from a single
or multiple image/camera sources. The lightweight version
of OpenPose is selected [37], as it achieves detections in
realtime. For a successful detected human pose the method
returns a list 18 2D image key points of the human skeleton
with associated key point abbreviation.

Data generation and model training - The method
in this work utilizes the pretrained MobileNet model as
explained in [37], which was trained and evaluated with the
COCO 2017 dataset [23] under default training parameters.

3.2. Human action recognition
Method - Recognition of human actions is done with ST-

GCN [60], a real-time skeleton-based human action recog-
nition framework, as it can utilize the lightweight OpenPose
model [37]. The method takes the location of the human
joints in every image, and generates a sequence of detected
human skeleton graphs, connected both spatially and tem-
porally. Depending on the dataset the method can detect a
large number of different human actions, ranging from daily
activities to complex actions with interactions.

Data generation and model training - The smallest
training dataset is selected (NTU-RGB+D [46]), as it con-
tains the most relevant human action classes (60 classes in
56,000 human action clips). For each image human skeleton
joints are annotated in 3D, with respect to the camera coordi-
nate system. The pretrained model from the original authors,
with default training parameters, is used for inference.

3.3. Assembly object and target detection
Method - Mask R-CNN from Detectron2 [58] was se-

lected for object and target detection in the scene, as per-
formance was preferred over inference time. Mask R-CNN
combines a Region Proposal Network (RPN) with the CNN
model, to simultaneously predict object bounds and object-
ness scores at each position. After detection, orientations are
estimated in each bounding box by the second order moment
from a segmented object or target.

Data generation and model training - As the assembly
objects and targets are novel with respect to existing datasets,
a custom dataset needed to be generated. For this, 200
images of eight object and target classes were annotated with
segmentation polygons, as depicted in Fig. 1. The object
classes included rocker arms, bolts and pushrods, and the
target classes included the Diesel engine, small and big
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Image annotations for assembly objects, including bolts (red), pushrods (grey) and rocker arms (light blue); (a), (b)
and (c), and targets objects, including Diesel engine (grey), small (yellow) and big (orange) pushrod holes, bolt holes (green) and
rocker arm locations (dark blue); (d). Annotations are done with segmentation polygons in different colors, for different object
classes. A total of 200 images with eight object and target classes were utilized for augmentation and dataset generation.

pushrod holes, bolt holes and rocker arm locations. This data
was augmented to include a broad variation in noise and
lighting conditions, to form the custom dataset of around
280,000 images [47]. The methods for data generation and
annotation are available in the OpenDR toolkit1.

4. Industrial assembly use case
4.1. Diesel engine assembly

The manufacturing of Diesel engines involves assembly
steps that are hard to automate, such as contact placement
and manipulation of parts with various degrees of freedom.
For example, rocker arm placement, push rod insertion and
bolt fastening all have different constraints with respect to
the final manipulation of the part to the engine. Rocker arms
can be moved freely in 3D task space before placements,
push rod insertion requires vertical motion into a pushrod
hole and bolt fastening requires rotational motion and com-
pliance orthogonal to vertical motion. In addition, parts to
assemble are complex in shape, metallic and require lubri-
cant for assembly and for operation. This means traditional
robotic operations for picking and placing are not suitable
for assembly and manual actions are the standard approach
for manufacturing. A promising alternative, however, is to
utilize the robot as assistant and assign tasks to it that support
the assembly procedure and the ergonomy of the human
operator. These are easy, but repetitive tasks, such as pick
and placement, and actions for operator assistance such as
hand-overs of parts and tools.

The scenario for human-robot collaboration is depicted
in Fig. 2 and includes the Diesel engine, a table with parts
and tools, the human operator and a collaborative robot. To
demonstrate and validate our developments, we constructed
a use case in which the robot picks and places parts from
the table to the engine (push rods) and hands-over parts
from the table to the operator (rocker arms and bolts). Visual
perception is used as input to robot actions (object and target
detection) and for human task coordination (human skeleton
detection and human action recognition).

Figure 2: Experimental setup with a collaborative robot
(Franka Emika), Diesel engine and parts for assembly tasks.

4.2. Integration
All developments are integrated in the OpenDR1 toolkit

[38] with ROS/ROS22 nodes of the perception tools and
ROS moveit23 scripts for the human-robot collaboration
scenarios. A description of the use case, and the individual
perception modules, has been documented4, enabling to eas-
ily replicate (and extend) our work. For robot and perception
hardware, we utilize the Franka Emika collaborative robot5
and two Intel Realsense D435 cameras, one on the end-
effector of the robot and one front-facing to the person for
human perception. Computations are done on a Ubuntu PC
with Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU, running ROS Noetic.

A Python script example of a visual recognition module
is shown in Listing 1, demonstrating its usage. Here, a
pretrained model for Detectron2 is loaded and the model

2https://www.ros.org/
3https://moveit.picknik.ai/
4https://trinityrobotics.eu/use-cases/

sensor-based-human-robot-collaboration/
5https://franka.de/
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inference is run on an input image. The prediction results
of the model are drawn as boxes on the image as well. It
should be noted that other tools of the OpenDR toolkit, i.e.,
human skeleton detection, human action recognition, as well
as other perception tools, datasets and trained models, can be
utilized in a similar manner [38]. For example, in the case of
object and target detection, a custom dataset was generated,
as explained briefly in Section 3.3. This included image
annotation and augmentation, with the open-source tools
Label Studio6 and Albumentations7, respectively. These are
also integrated into the OpenDR perception tools, in form of
Python scripts and Jupyter notebooks8.

Listing 1: Object and target detections script in OpenDR1

from opendr.engine.data import Image

from opendr.perception.object_detection_2d import

↪ Detectron2Learner

# load model and run inference on image

detectron2 = Detectron2Learner(device="cpu")

detectron2.download(".", mode="pretrained")

detectron2.load("./detectron2_default")

img = Image.open("input_image.jpg")

predictions = detectron2.infer(img)

# draw bounding boxes of predictions on image

boxes = BoundingBoxList([box for kp,box in predictions])

draw_bounding_boxes(img.opencv(), boxes, class_names=

↪ detectron2.classes, show=True)

A python script example of robot actions is shown in
Listing 2, demonstrating how to define a pick and place task
with several concatenated actions. These low-level actions
are based on Moveit23 and therefore robot-agnostic. In the
example, motions are defined in task space as 2D planar
motion parallel to the table (2D_action) and 1D motion
vertical to the table (1D_action), to perform grasping. Addi-
tional actions include end-effector rotations (rotate_EE) and
gripper actions (move_gripper) and can take input from visual
modules, as shown by the inclusion of object and place.

Listing 2: Robot actions script in OpenDR1

def Pick_and_Place(object,place):

# Move and align robot above object

2D_action(pose=[object.x, object.y], slow=False)

rotate_EE(angle=object.angle)

# Move robot down and grasp object

1D_action(z_pose=0.35, slow=True)

move_gripper(speed=20.0, width=0.02)

# Move robot to place and release object

1D_action(z_pose=0.2, slow=True)

2D_action(pose=[place.x, place.y], slow=False)

1D_action(z_pose=0.35, slow=True)

move_gripper(speed=20.0, width=0.08)

6https://labelstud.io/
7https://albumentations.ai/
8https://jupyter.org/

A python script example for human-robot collaboration
is shown in Listing 3, demonstrating how to combine the
visual recognition modules and the robot actions. In the
example, whenever a visual recognition module publishes
a message, i.e., when a successful detection is made, a
callback function is called with successive robot actions.
This can therefore be used for human coordination of the
assembly process, by triggering, halting and/or resuming
robot actions.

Listing 3: Human-robot collaboration script in OpenDR1

def AR_callback(AR_data):

if AR_data.id == 37 and AR_data.score > 0.80:

# Stop robot motion when 'salute' is detected

stopAction()

elif AR_data.id == 39 and AR_data.score > 0.80:

# Continue when 'cross hands in front' is detected

continueAction()

def OD_callback(OD_detections):

# Get bolt and bolt_hole pose

bolt_id = detections.find_object("bolt")

bolt_pose = detections.get_pose(bolt_id)

bolt_hole_id = detections.find_object("bolt_hole")

bolt_hole_pose = detections.get_pose(bolt_hole_id)

# Call pick and place action

Pick_and_Place(bolt_pose,bolt_hole_pose)

if __name__ == '__main__':

# subscribe to action_recognition topic

rospy.Subscriber("/opendr/action_recognition",

↪ ObjectHypothesis, AR_callback)

# subscribe to object_detection topic

rospy.Subscriber("/opendr/object_detection",

↪ ObjectHypothesisWithPose, OD_callback)

rospy.spin()

5. Results and Discussion
Results are described for each individual visual recogni-

tion module and for the utilization of the modules in human-
robot collaboration experiments. Integration, limitations and
future work are described in the discussion as well.

5.1. Visual recognition performance
Table 1 and 2 provides details of the different perception

modules, their corresponding datasets for training and infer-
ence, and their prediction accuracy results. In the case of hu-
man skeleton detection and human action recognition, pre-
generated datasets were utilized, as these provided sufficient
performance for detection. A disadvantage, however, is that
the datasets cannot be easily extended by adding additional
data and/or classes. We explain this and other practical
limitations in more detail for each recognition module.
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Table 1
Perception models and datasets utilized to enable human-robot collaboration. Performance is reported in terms of frames per
second (FPS) and prediction accuracy on custom test data, recorded for evaluation.

Training Inference (GTX 1080 Ti)

Perception module Method Dataset Dataset
size

Model
size

Image
size FPS Prediction

accuracy (%)

Human skeleton
detection

Lightweight
OpenPose [37] COCO 2017 [23] 25 GB 1.2 GB

1920x1080
1280x720
960x540

30
30
60

91

Human action
recognition ST-GCN [60] NTU-RGB+D [46] 1.3 TB 47 MB

1920x1080
1280x720
960x540

20
30
31

87

Object and
target detection Detectron2 [58] Custom [47] 65 GB 0.5 GB

1920x1080
1280x720
960x540

2.6
4.5
6.0

93

Table 2
Confusion matrix of the object and target detection tool, evaluated on 2340 images with 39530 instances of the 8 classes. Actual
classes are shown as column heads and predicted classes as row heads. The prediction accuracy is shown as last column.

Classes Rockerarm
target

Bolt
hole

Big
pushrod

hole

Small
pushrod

hole

Engine Bolt Pushrod Rockerarm
object

Background Prediction
accuracy

Rockerarm target 4802 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 99.7
Bolt hole 0 12398 0 1 0 0 0 0 157 98.7
Big pushrod hole 0 0 2234 47 0 0 0 0 193 90.3
Small pushrod hole 0 11 28 2453 0 0 0 0 196 91.3
Engine 0 0 0 0 995 0 0 0 0 100
Bolt 0 0 0 2 0 6451 24 63 504 91.6
Pushrod 0 0 0 1 0 269 2579 47 517 75.6
Rockerarm object 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3817 25 99.3

Human skeleton detection
The human skeleton detection method (LightWeight

OpenPose [37]) with pretrained model [23] is evaluated on
a custom test dataset of 1950 images, in which a person
performs different actions in the field of view. Human
actions included are similar to actions to be recognized in
the human action recognition tool. The prediction accuracy
of a human skeleton detected correctly, such that it performs
human action recognition, was found to be 91%. Fig. 3
depicts the skeleton detection and draws it over the person
in the scene. In terms of computational performance, the
module achieves 30 frames per second, for high resolution
camera image input (1920×1080) and even higher for lower
resolution images (see Table 1).

The industrial environment and the scenario of engine
assembly leaves practical limitations on how the human
skeleton detection tool can be utilized. For example, the
camera cannot capture the human in full, but only the upper
body. For human-robot collaborative tasks the detection of a
person’s left and right wrist was therefore chosen for the in-
teraction, as these could be detected reliably, while allowing
free motion in the entire camera view. The detection of both
wrists in predefined areas in the image can then be utilized to
trigger robot actions, and to halt and resume them. Requiring
both detections simultaneously in both areas increased the
robustness to false positive detection with a single wrist,

when the person was doing assembly actions on the engine.
A sequence of screenshots of human skeleton and wrist
detection can be seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5.

Human action recognition
The human action recognition method (ST-GCN [60])

with pretrained model [46] is evaluated on a custom test
dataset of 1950 images, in which a person performs different
actions in the field of view, i.e., ’salute’ (ID:37), ’put the
palms together’ (ID:38) and ’cross hands in front’ (ID:39).
Each action was performed for 30 seconds, leading to >600
images per action. Recognition results were evaluated man-
ually afterwards. Results indicate that a reasonably high
prediction accuracy can be achieved (89%, 81% and 91% for
the three actions, respectively).

Fig. 3c and 3d depict actions recognized and their con-
fidence score printed on the image. As the action recogni-
tion tool utilizes skeleton detection, this is drawn over the
image as well. In terms of computational performance, the
module achieves 20 frames per second, for high resolution
camera image input (1920×1080) and even higher for lower
resolution images (see Table 1). Similar to human skeleton
detection, the industrial scenario imposed limitations as
datasets for human action recognition mostly cover daily
actions [46], not relevant for industrial tasks.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: Human visual recognition modules. (a) and (b) depict results of human skeleton detection with the skeleton-based
tracker Lightweight OpenPose [37]. (b) demonstrates that skeleton detection can be used for human-robot collaboration by
detecting human wrists (handLeft and handRight) in certain image areas. (c) and (d) depict results of human action recognition
with the real-time skeleton-based human action recognition framework ST-GCN [60]. Recognized actions are ’salute’ (c) and
’cross hands in front’ (d), with their corresponding confidence score.

Object and target detection
The object and target detection method (Detectron2

[58]) with custom trained model achieves satisfactory per-
formance, for non-overlapping objects. Fig. 4 depicts the
objects detected on the table (a) and the targets detected
on the engine (b). To create the dataset [47], 200 images
of the eight objects and targets, in various configurations,
were recorded and all objects and targets in the images were
annotated with segmentation polygons in their correct class.
Distractor objects, such as Diesel fuel lines, common rails
and other tools, were included, as would be expected in a
real scene. This data was then expanded with augmentations
to a full datatset of around 280,000 images. Training of
the model was done until convergence of the loss function
(sum of losses due to classification and bounding box
regression), which took around 20,000 epochs. With this
method, the trained model achieved detection confidences
for real camera images of more than 90%. While more data
could be added and more training could be done, results
are sufficient to perform reliable experiments for picking
and placing, and human-robot collaboration. In terms of
computational performance, the module cannot run in real-
time, but achieves 2.6 frames per second for high resolution
camera input (1920 × 1080). As the objects and targets are
static in the scene, real-time performance is not required. The
implemented object and target detection tool enables both
continuous detection (images are processed consecutively)
and detection requests from a single image, with a function
call. In the human-robot collaboration scenario a detection
request is utilized to save computational performance of the
GPU machine. It is expected, though, that both approaches
would work equally well in terms of object pick and place-
ment performance.

5.2. Human-robot collaboration
The visual perception modules were utilized to enable

human-robot collaboration, in several different ways, with
the detection modules utilized as interaction tool. Certain

tools are more suited to specific tasks, due to their detec-
tion or computational performance. For example, human
skeleton detection is very reliable and fast, while human
action recognition is less reliable and slower. This time
performance difference is due to the fact that human action
recognition relies on the human skeleton detection as input
and requires a considerable number of detected frames (300)
for successful recognition. In practise this means that human
action recognition has more false detections as well. The
following experiments were tested in detail.

Human task coordination
The shared assembly task can easily be coordinated by

the human with visual perception. Human skeleton detection
(i.e., wrists in certain location) or human actions can be used
for starting and/or stopping robot actions, thereby setting
the pace for the assembly task and performing corrective
actions, in case a robot has misplaced a part. Human visual
perception is not required to have high performance for this,
as the detection tools can be run at a high rate (i.e., >30
FPS). This implies that few false negative detections have
no significant negative impact in the collaboration. For the
object and target detection tool, real-time performance is
not required either, as pick and place actions are called on
request. These coordination experiments, by human wrist
detection, are depicted in Fig. 5 and in the recorded video9.
Robot actions are the assembly (pick and placement) of
pushrods and bolts (six in total) to the Diesel engine and
human actions are the placement of rocker arms, after their
hand-over from the robot.

Robot-human hand-overs
As explained in Section 4, certain tasks for assembling

a Diesel engine are too difficult for a robot to execute.
However, as assistive tool, the robot can hand-over parts
located on a table to the person executing complex assembly
tasks. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, as well

9https://youtu.be/3z3yiLdznrY
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Results of visual perception for object and target detection utilizes Detectron2 [58]. (a) depicts detection of objects
(three classes): rocker arms, bolts and pushrods, and (b) depicts detection of targets (five classes): engine, bolt holes, pushrod
holes and rocker arm location. Each detection is labeled with the detected class and their corresponding confidence score.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Results of human-robot collaboration experiments. (a) and (b) depict human task coordination by visual detection of
the left wrist (handLeft), for halting the robot and performing manual assembly actions (a), followed by right wrist detection
(handRight) for resuming robot actions (b).

as in the recorded video9, for the assembly tasks of rocker
arm placement. The objects are detected with the same
detection model and all detected parts are handed over in
sequence to a hand-over point, close to the human. By human
gestures (visual perception tools) the person can request for
the initiation of the hand-over task (i.e., pick an object and
move to the hand-over location) and trigger the actual hand-
over action. After the rocker arm is handed over, the human
can continue the assembly action, while the robot fetches
another part.

In theory, human-robot collaboration by human coor-
dination can improve the fluency of collaboration fluency
measures [17]. This implies the reduction of idle time for
both human and robot, as well as the robot’s functional delay,
leading to higher task efficiency. While this work serves
to demonstrate the functionality of the visual perception
modules, a thorough analysis and evaluation for fluency
measures has not been carried out.

5.3. Additional features
Besides their respective detection output and enabling

human-robot collaboration, the visual perception tools can
also be used for additional, higher-level features. For ex-
ample, perception tools can provide information relevant to
the shared task and its progress, such as keeping track of
objects in the scene and whether they are assembled or not,
or determining the time durations of (individual) assembly
steps. To demonstrate this, an application was developed that
tracks the progress of the Diesel engine assembly task, by
detecting which and how many objects are placed in the
correct location and which objects are not placed yet.

While there are many ways how this could be imple-
mented, a simple but effective implementation was done
as follows. As the entire engine block is detected as well,
it can be easily checked whether certain assembly objects
(rocker arms and bolts) are detected inside the detected
engine bounding box. For this, the image dataset included
the images of assembly objects assembled on the engine.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Results of robot-human hand-over and assembly tracking experiments. (a) depicts the hand-over of a rocker arm from
robot to human. (b) depicts the human assembly action of the rocker arm by the human, while the robot fetches another rocker
arm. (c) depicts the assembly tracking results, with several objects (rocker arms, class 7; bolts, class 5) and their locations (rocker
arm location, class 0; bolt holes, class 1) detected inside the detected Diesel engine bounding box (class 4). Each detection is
labeled with the detected class and their corresponding confidence score.

Output of the assembly progress tracking tool then returns
the number of objects assembled and/or whether the task is
completed or not. Fig. 6c depicts the detection of different
objects (rocker arms and bolts) inside the detected Diesel
engine bounding box. In this time instance, six of the eight
rocker arms are placed, however, only five are detected (class
7), while two rocker arm locations are detected (class 0).
This means one detection is missing for either a rocker arm
or rocker arm location. In addition, four of the 22 bolts are
placed and detected (class 5), while sixteen bolt holes are
detected (class 1) and thus empty. In total, 22 bolts should
be assembled to the engine block, meaning two detections
are missing for either bolts or bolt holes. It can then be
concluded that assembly progress is around 5/8 or 62% and
4/22 or 18% for the rocker arms and bolts, respectively.

This example of assembly progress tracking demon-
strates how additional features can be integrated by utilizing
the perception tools. However, it does reveal some chal-
lenges that need to be addressed to provide a robust solution.
In particular as shown by the example, missing or false
detections might provide inaccurate estimates for tracking
assembly progress and human supervision is required to
verify correct assembly steps.

5.4. Discussion
Limitations - The first limitation of the explored per-

ception modules relates to the relevance of the (training)
data for industrial context. As most tools are developed for
humans and objects in domestic or outdoor environments,
success in other areas is not guaranteed. In certain cases
this is not a major issues (e.g., humans look similar in a
broad context), but in some cases it can be a problem, as
classes are unsuitable (e.g., multi-human actions in a single
human use case) or simply do not exist (e.g., novel objects
or human actions to detect). One obvious solution to this
would be to extend an existing dataset or create a new dataset
from scratch, however, this is not a trivial task [29], [49].
Collecting data is complex, and expensive in resources and
equipment, even when synthetic data generation approaches

exist [36] [50]. In this work, the data generation tools for
object and target detection are open-source available through
the OpenDR toolkit.

Utilizing perception tools for human safety, in particular
by DNN-based visual perception models, is not recom-
mended. The reaction time of a safety system, in order to
stop robot motion, should be small, which cannot always
be guaranteed. Some models used in this work can be
executed in real-time (see Table 1), and even faster (60 FPS),
meaning that it takes at least 17𝑚𝑠 for a detection, assuming
a prediction is accurately made. Other models are simply
not suited for fast detection or recognition, as they require
a set of images, instead of single images (e.g., 300 in the
case of [60]) and/or rely on another detection tool as input
(e.g., skeleton detection in the case of [60]). In addition,
as reported in [18], quantifying the reliability of machine
learning and DNN-based perception tools is still a challenge
and performance might drift over time. The time-delay of
perception and its performance uncertainty should then be
taken into account when calculating the minimum separation
distance between human and robot [53, 63].

Hardware limitations concern the computation hardware
and the visual sensors utilized. Naturally, a GPU similar to
the ours (Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti) needs to used to achieve
the same performance as reported in Table 1. However, the
toolkit is compatible for both GPU and CPU systems to train
and run all models, limiting only the run-time performance.
Placement of the visual sensors is challenging to accom-
modate due to the different moving parts in the scene, i.e.,
robot and human. In our case, the visual sensors were placed
on the robot end-effector and behind the robot facing to the
person. This led to situations were objects are either not in
the camera’s field of view or humans are occluded by the
robot, limiting the time that suitable perception can occur.
While different solutions can be developed that would better
distribute cameras or avoid occlusion [43, 62], our camera
setup did not cause limitations in performance or drawbacks
in fluency of collaboration, as demonstrated in the recorded
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video9.

Integration effort - The resources and effort needed to
develop, train and deploy perception models for industrial
use, is considerable. Even when robust and reliable pre-
trained models are to be integrated, still effort is needed
to comply tools to existing software frameworks with its
own datatypes and formatting. While ROS2 has taken first
steps to enable this for robotics, computer vision tools are
typically disconnected from this. OpenDR [38] has made
efforts to integrate a variety of perception models into ROS,
and examples to specific use cases are presented in this
work. In the case when pretrained models are not sufficient,
additional effort is needed for data collection and training.
As it is difficult to estimate how much effort is needed
for different models, we report the effort for our custom
dataset for object and target detection [47]. A collection of
200 RGB images where taken as base for the dataset and
annotations were needed for eight object and target classes.
This annotation took considerable time (2-3 days) for the
relatively small set of images. Generation of the complete
dataset and training a model is time-consuming as well (2
hours for a single training cycle on a Nvidia GTX 1080 Ti
GPU), and optimizing to good results requires expertise.
Naturally, better performance can be obtained with more
powerful computational hardware (e.g., computing cluster or
cloud computing), however, these are not always available,
and come with additional cost.

Future work - The results of our work demonstrate that
deep learning-based perception models can be easily trained
and deployed to robotic environments and achieve reliable
detection and recognition results. Results also demonstrated
that multiple perception models can be utilized simultane-
ously, enabling the fusion of different sensors or utilizing
different detection modules in parallel. As such, this work
has established a baseline for future directions. These in-
clude the fusion of different sensor information, from similar
or dissimilar modalities. This sensor fusion would enable a
higher robustness then single sensor models and introduces a
redundancy of sensing, for example, in case one sensor fails
or is occluded. Exploration of these topics will be done as
future work.

6. Conclusions
Visual perception is a common tool for enabling human-

robot collaboration, by detection or recognition of relevant
objects, features and actions in the scene. The performance
and maturity of such tools are usually evaluated by scenarios
not related to robotics or manufacturing, limiting their direct
utilization in industrial environments. Moreover, in some
cases visual perception tools need to be tailored to suit
the context of the human-robot collaboration scenario. This
means collecting, annotating and augmenting visual data and
the training of a perception model.

In this work we have identified these common issues
and provide the practical integration details for three differ-
ent deep learning-based visual perception tools. These are
human skeleton detection, human action recognition, and
object and target detection in context of the industrial use
case of Diesel engine assembly. The tools are integrated
open-source in the OpenDR toolkit, with ROS as software
platform, providing templates for perception, robot actions
and human-robot collaboration, thereby enabling to easily
replicate and extend our work.
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